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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of SIMRI, a new 3D MRI simulator based on the Bloch equation. This simulator proposes an effi-
cient management of the T �

2 effect, and in a unique simulator integrates most of the simulation features that are offered in different
simulators. It takes into account the main static field value and enables realistic simulations of the chemical shift artifact, including
off-resonance phenomena. It also simulates the artifacts linked to the static field inhomogeneity like those induced by susceptibility
variation within an object. It is implemented in the C language and the MRI sequence programming is done using high level C func-
tions with a simple programming interface. To manage large simulations, the magnetization kernel is implemented in a parallelized
way that enables simulation on PC grid architecture. Furthermore, this simulator includes a 1D interactive interface for pedagogic
purpose illustrating the magnetization vector motion as well as the MRI contrasts.
� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The simulation of magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is an important counterpart to MRI acquisitions.
Simulation is naturally suited to acquire understanding
of the complex MR phenomena [1]. It is used as an edu-
cational tool in medical and technical environments
[2,3]. MRI simulation enables the investigation of arti-
fact causes and effects [4,5]. Also, MRI simulation
may help the development and optimization of MR se-
quences [4].

With the increased interest in computer-aided MRI
image analysis methods (segmentation, data fusion,
quantization. . .), there is greater need for objective
methods of algorithm evaluation. Validation of in vivo
MRI studies is complicated by lack of reference data
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(gold standard) and the difficulty of constructing ana-
tomical realistic physical phantoms. In this context, an
MRI simulator provides an interesting assessment tool
[6] as it generates 3D realistic images from medical vir-
tual objects that are perfectly known.

The simulators previously developed use different ap-
proaches and thus differ in closeness to the reality, ex-
tent of applicability, and necessary computation effort.

The first category of simulators use proton density,
T1 and T2 maps computed from a set of images acquired
using different repetition and echo times. Using these
maps and equations of the image intensity for different
pulse sequences, new images are synthesized [7–10].
The simulator proposed in [11] is based on the same ap-
proach but provides more realistic images as it includes
phenomena such as noise, tissue heterogeneity, correla-
tion between T1, T2, and proton density, influence of
the field strength on the relaxation times, partial volume
effect, and spatial non-uniformity of the signal. How-
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ever, this approach does not closely simulate the whole
process of MR images formation and thus is not able
to simulate all the artifacts encountered in MR images
such as chemical-shift, intra-voxel dephasing, imperfec-
tion of slice selection, Gibbs phenomenon, aliasing,
non-linear gradients, B0 inhomogeneity, and radio-fre-
quency (RF) inhomogeneity and susceptibility artifacts.

A second category of simulators uses the k-space for-
malism. The inverse Fourier transform of the spin den-
sity image is computed to create the k-space amplitudes
[12]. Then, amplitudes are corrected to simulate the
pulse sequence and the relaxation phenomena as well
as stimulated echoes, a motion or transverse magnetiza-
tion that propagates through several periods. The same
approach was used in [13,14] to simulate tagging. One
drawback of this approach is that each tissue type must
be treated separately making the simulation of non-uni-
form tissue characteristics difficult. Moreover, the use of
the transformation of the spin density maps implies
strict relationships between gradient strength, sampling
frequency, and field of view (FOV), thus disenabling
the simulation of non-linear gradients on inhomoge-
neous magnetic field.

A third approach, ‘‘hybrid,’’ is proposed in [15]. Each
tissue type is associated with a spin model (defined by
T1, T2, T

�
2, and proton density) that simulates intra-vox-

el heterogeneity by replacing a spin by a distribution of
spins having different frequencies. The NMR intensities
of each spin model are computed using the signal equa-
tion or a discrete-event Bloch equation computation.
Then, images are formed by weighing the tissue distribu-
tion for each voxel with the signal of each tissue. Lastly,
noise and partial volume effects are introduced in the
images. This approach is very interesting regarding the
simulation of intra-voxel heterogeneities. Yet, the simu-
lation of non-uniform tissue characteristics (i.e., differ-
ent intra-voxel heterogeneities conducting to different
T �

2) would require the simulation of a large number of
spin models. Moreover, as the simulators of the first cat-
egory, the hybrid approach can not simulate the whole
MR image formation process and consequently the
associated artifacts like those linked to the coding gradi-
ents neither.

The fourth category of simulators is based on a dis-
crete-event Bloch equation [16] resolution applied on a
spin system [1,4,5,17–21]. This approach is the closest
to reality and is not limited except by the assumptions
of the Bloch equation (no diffusion) and by the compu-
tation time. Most of the phenomena encountered during
the MR image formation can thus be simulated but one
should take care of the number of isochromats used to
describe the object. As underlined in [1,15], the use of
high number of isochromats per voxel associated to a
frequency distribution provides a frame to simulate the
intra-voxel dephasing as well as the corresponding spin
echoes. However, using insufficient frequency spacing
of the isochromats leads to spurious spin echoes, and
a too small number of isochromats leads to truncation
artifact [15]. The number of isochromats required is also
linked to the T2 constant or to the acquisition band-
width and reaches 400 [15]. Such a number is much
too high as it multiplies the simulation time accordingly.
That is why several authors proposed alternate solu-
tions. In [5], a special scheme based on the separation
of each magnetization vector in two parts is proposed.
In [19], a random spacing of the object points is used
to simulate the echo formation properly. In [18,20,21],
a linear change of B0 across the voxel during the appli-
cation of the gradient is assumed. However, these
approaches do not consider voxel isochromat distribu-
tion and consequently only simulate an echo in presence
of a gradient. The simulator presented in this paper in-
cludes an original approach to simulate the intra-voxel
dephasing and a specific signal management for spin
echo simulations.

This paper proposes an overview of a new 3D MRI
simulator named SIMRI that is based on the Bloch
equation resolution. SIMRI includes an efficient T �

2

management simulating properly spin echoes. It takes
into account the main static field value and accepts a
3D map of the main field inhomogeneities to simulate
the main MRI artifacts (chemical shift, susceptibility
artifact, . . .). It enables 2D slice selection with different
kinds of RF pulse. Also, a parallel implementation
adapted to grid technology [22] was developed to over-
come the problem of computation time and to achieve
the performances required by the targeted applications.
Moreover, the kernel used for simulation of 2D or 3D
images is also accessible through a highly interactive
graphic interface for a better understanding of the
MRI contrast phenomena and the spin magnetization
vector evolution.

Section 2 of the paper gives an overview of the sim-
ulator through the presentation of its main compo-
nents, i.e., virtual object description, sequence
implementation, magnetization computation kernel,
RF pulse shaping, and T �

2 modeling. Section 3 intro-
duces simulation results. 1D, 2D, and 3D results are
given, including artifact simulations. We focus on the
simulator implementation in Section 4 by introducing
the sequence programming strategy, the interactive
simulation tool and the distributed implementation.
2. Simulator overview

2.1. Simulator overview

The simulator overview is given in Fig. 1. From a 3D
virtual object, the static field definition and an MRI se-
quence, the magnetization kernel computes a set of RF
signals, i.e., the k-space. To simulate realistic images,



Fig. 1. SIMRI simulator overview.
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noise can be added to the k-space that can be filtered
(like in a real imager) before the reconstruction of the
MR image (Modulus and phase) using fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [23].

2.2. Virtual object description

The 3D virtual object is a discrete description of a real
object spin system [23]. Each voxel of the virtual object
contains a set of physical values that are necessary to com-
pute the local spin magnetization vector with the Bloch
equation. These values are the proton density (noted q)
and the two relaxation constants T1 and T2. Basically, a
virtual object describes the nuclear spin system of one
component associated with the water proton. Note that
SIMRI is able to deal with many components in order
to simulate chemical shift artifact (see Section 3.6) or par-
tial volume effect. Then, each voxel contains the q,T1, and
T2 values of each component. The magnetization vector
of each voxel is obtained by summation of the magnetiza-
tion vector separately calculated for each component that
is defined by its normalized resonance frequency. Such
multi-component description enables the definition of
realistic object [24]. It may also enable the correct simula-
tion of multiple echoes when associating an isochromat
frequency distribution to a set of components.

Then, a 3D virtual object of size S = X · Y · Z voxels
is described by C · S 3-tuple values, where C is the num-
ber of components modeling each object point. The ob-
ject definition is completed by the object dimension and
the normalized resonance frequency of each considered
component.

2.3. Static field and field inhomogeneities

A local main field inhomogeneity DB is also associ-
ated with each virtual object voxel. We assume constant
inhomogeneity within a voxel. The main field inhomoge-
neity is composed of two terms:
DBð~rÞ~z ¼ DBsð~rÞ~zþ DB0ð~rÞ~z; ð1Þ
where~r ¼ ðx; y; zÞT is the spatial coordinate.

The first term DBsð~rÞ corresponds to the variation of
the tissue susceptibility within the object. From the
knowledge of the susceptibly value map, it can be effi-
ciently computed before the MRI simulation by using
boundary element methods [21] or boundary integral
methods [25]. The second term DB0ð~rÞ is not linked to
the object property and defines the inhomogeneities of
the main field itself. In real imager this term tends to
be cancelled by shim coils.

Although we consider constant field inhomogeneity
within a voxel, we want to be able to simulate T �

2 weight-
ing that is induced by intra-voxel inhomogeneities.
Thus, at each voxel, we define a value DBi that repre-
sents the intra-voxel molecular inhomogeneities due to
the presence within a voxel of numerous isochromats.
We consider the case of a Lorenzian distribution of
the isochromats frequencies. This leads to weighting
the free induction decay (FID) signal by e�cDBit which
is known as the T �

2 effect discussed in Section 2.6 and
illustrated in Section 3.1. In such a case, T �

2, T2, and
DBi are linked by the following equation:

1

T �
2

¼ 1

T 2

þ cDBi: ð2Þ

Although the simulator works within the rotating
frame defined by the main static field value B0, B0 is de-
fined. Indeed, B0 impacts the frequency offset of the dif-
ferent object components and as a consequence the
chemical shift. It also scales the static field inhomogene-
ities in order to simulate intensity and geometric distor-
tions correctly. These are function of the static field B0.

Note that the static field definition and the virtual ob-
ject are the main part of what we call an experiment.
They are completed by the FOV definition, the object
position within this FOV, the bandwidth of the receiver
coil and the number of pixels of the MR image to be
reconstructed.

2.4. MRI sequence

During an MRI experiment, the object is placed in
the static magnetic field B0 and is excited by electro-
magnetic events of two types: RF pulses referred to as
B1 field and magnetic field gradients. The excitation step
is followed by the acquisition of the object magnetiza-
tion state that is stored as a complex signal in the k-
space [23]. The timing of the magnetic events with RF
signal acquisitions defines the MRI sequence and deter-
mines how the k-space is filled and consequently also de-
fines the final image characteristics.

In the SIMRI simulator we define four types of
events that can be chained to build MRI sequences with-
in a C language function (see Section 4.1). The first type
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of events is a free precession just defined by its duration.
The second one is a precession with application of gra-
dients. It is specified by its duration and the gradient
magnitudes in the three spatial directions. The third
one is a 1D signal acquisition step along one direction.
This requires the number of points to capture, the band-
width, the readout gradient magnitude and the position
of this signal in the k-space. The last type of events con-
cerns the application of RF pulses. The first kind of RF
pulse defined in SIMRI is a constant pulse specified by
its duration, a flip angle and the rotation axis. Two
other kinds of RF pulse (modeled by a sequence of con-
stant pulses of equal duration) are also available: A sinc-
shaped pulse and a user defined pulse. The sinc-shaped
pulse is defined by its total duration, the number of
lobes and the number of constant pulses used to simu-
late the sinc pulse. The user-defined pulse is described
by a file where the number of constant pulses and the
values of each constant pulse are defined. The total
duration of the pulse and its rotation axis are specified
by the user. Gradient values to be applied during the
pulse can also be specified.

So far, RF inhomogeneity and gradient non linearity
are not simulated but the chosen implementation allows
one to include these sources of artifacts in the simulator.

2.5. Magnetization kernel

The magnetization computation kernel called during
the simulation of an MRI sequence is based on the
solutions of the 3D Bloch equation [16] giving the
time evolution of the spin magnetization vector
~M ¼ ðMx;My ;MzÞT by:

d~M
dt

¼ c ð~M �~BÞ �
Mx=T 2

My=T 2

ðMz �M0Þ=T 1

0
B@

1
CA; ð3Þ

where M0 is the spin magnetization equilibrium value
depending on the proton density q, (T1, T2) are the
relaxation constants and c is the gyromagnetic constant
of the considered component (42.58 MHz/T for the
water proton). The local magnetic field ~B is modeled
as follows:

~Bð~r; tÞ ¼ B0~zþ DBð~rÞ~zþ ð~GðtÞ~rÞ~zþ~B1ðtÞ; ð4Þ
where B0 is the main static magnetic field, DBð~rÞ is the
local field inhomogeneities defined in Eq. (1), ~GðtÞ is
the applied field gradient, ~B1ðtÞ is the RF pulse and
~r ¼ ðx; y; zÞT is the spatial coordinate.

The simulation kernel implements a discrete time
solution [17] of the Bloch equation by the means of rota-
tion matrices and exponential scaling depending on the
magnetic events of the MRI sequence. The magnetiza-
tion vector evolution is iteratively computed according
to the following equation:
~Mð~r; t þ DtÞ ¼ RotzðhgÞRotzðhiÞRrelaxRRF
~Mð~r; tÞ; ð5Þ

where Rotz (h) is a rotation matrix about the z axis asso-
ciated to the angle h by:

RotzðhÞ ¼
cos h sin h 0

� sin h cos h 0

0 0 1

0
B@

1
CA; ð6Þ

where hg is linked to the applied gradient ~GðtÞ by:

hg ¼ c~r
Z tþDt

t

~GðsÞds; ð7Þ

where hi is linked to the field inhomogeneities by:

hi ¼ cDBð~rÞDt; ð8Þ
where Rrelax describes the relaxation effects by:

Rrelax ¼
e
� Dt

T 2ð~rÞ 0 0

0 e
� Dt

T 2ð~rÞ 0

0 0 1� e
� Dt

T1ð~rÞ

0
B@

1
CA; ð9Þ

and where RRF represents the rotating effect of an RF
pulse of phase angle / leading to a flip angle a in a time
Dt. When no gradient is applied during the pulse and
when only one component on resonance is considered,
RRF is given (Eq. (10)) by a combination of rotating ma-
trixes about z and x axis [23]:

RRF ¼ Rotzð/ÞRotxðaÞRotzð�/Þ: ð10Þ
When the local experienced field is different from B0, an
effective flip angle a 0 is obtained locally in each voxel
and the RRF operator takes the general form given by
Eq. (11).

RRF ¼ Rotzð/ÞRotyðbÞRotxða0ÞRotyð�bÞRotzð�/Þ; ð11Þ
where the effective flip angle a 0 is given by:

a0 ¼ �Dt

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDxÞ2 þ a

s

� �2
r

ð12Þ

and

b ¼ tan�1 Dx
a=Dt

� �
; ð13Þ

where Dx is local value of the frequency offset Dxð~r; tÞ
which is linked to the local field value (Eq. (4)) by:

Dxð~r; tÞ ¼ cðB0 �~Bð~r; tÞÞ~z ð14Þ
The magnetization computation kernel defines three
event functions derived from Eq. (5) which are an appli-
cation of RF pulse, an application of gradient, and a de-
lay corresponding to the spin magnetization relaxation.

The last functionality offered by the kernel is the RF
signal acquisition which corresponds to the signal recep-
tion by two orthogonal coils placed in the x, y plane of
the magnetization state of the object after a given exci-
tation. The RF signal is a one dimensional discrete com-
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plex signal that will fill one line of the k-space volume in
respect with the excitation sequence.

One point s[t] of the RF signal is obtained by summa-
tion of the local magnetization over the entire virtual
object (Eq. (15)). The next point is obtained after an
evolution of the local magnetization respecting Eq. (5)
with a time step Dt equal to the sampling period of the
signal.

s½t� ¼
X
~r

~Mð~r; tÞ~xþ j
X
~r

~Mð~r; tÞ~y ð15Þ
Fig. 2. Time management to simulate the spin refocusing.

2.6. T �

2 effect, spin echo and limited number of spin

magnetization vectors

As mentioned in Section 1, MRI simulators based on
discrete event Bloch equation encounter the following
problems: Simulation of intra-voxel inhomogeneities
and simulation of spin echoes [1]. Using multi-isochro-
mats within each object voxel (which is offered within
SIMRI through the definition of the object components)
is an efficient solution for the 1D case [1]. But it is too
complex in terms of spin modeling and requires too
much computing time [15] to be used for 2D and 3D im-
age simulation. The other approach recently proposed
[21] is linked to gradient application and consequently
not simulate spin-echo without gradients. We propose
an alternative solution that makes possible simulation
of 2D and 3D MR image within reasonable computa-
tion time, and thus that functions with only one compo-
nent per object, i.e., one spin magnetization vector
within an object voxel. In this condition, two problems
occur.

On the first hand, the free induction decay (FID) sig-
nal will follow a T2 decay and not the T �

2 decay due to
the large number of isochromats within a voxel created
by the intra-voxel field inhomogeneity. The solution of
this problem is to use the intra-voxel field inhomogene-
ities DBi (mentioned in Section 2.3) user defined in each
object voxel. Within the computation kernel, the trans-
verse magnetization of each voxel is weighted by
e�cDBit, where t represents the time elapsed from the first
RF pulse. This leads to T �

2 decay of the FID and thus to
weighting the gradient echo magnitude by T �

2, as illus-
trated in Section 3.1.

On the second hand, one problem is to generate real
spin echoes with the correct amplitude without applica-
tion of a gradient, using a unique magnetization vector
per voxel. These echoes correspond to the refocusing
of the magnetization due to the application of a 180�
pulse after the first 90� pulse. It is addressed by introduc-
ing a variable s which is used in the weighting of the
transverse magnetization instead of t. The management
of the s variable is illustrated in Fig. 2. s is set to 0 at the
beginning of an excitation defined by the first RF pulse
(Fig. 2A). s equals t during the excitation and is incre-
mented after each event, except after RF pulse(s) (Fig.
2B) where s is turned to �s as in the case of a 180�
RF pulse in a spin-echo (SE) sequence. After a time that
equals the pulse interval, s will be zero (Fig. 2C). This
corresponds to the spin re-focusing, and consequently,
to an echo. If only one pulse is used like in gradient-echo
(GE) sequence, s evolves like t and no refocusing will
appear.

This new strategy enables to generate spin-echo train
weighted by T2 and gradient echo train weighted by T �

2

with a very low computation cost, as illustrated in Sec-
tion 3.1, and to simulate consequently multiple SE or
GE imaging weighted by T �

2.
Lastly, in SE sequence, a too small number of spin

magnetization vectors generates a line artifact at the
center of the image when repetition time is short because
of the transverse magnetization refocusing. We over-
come this problem by adding a numerical spoiling after
the readout. The spoiling consists in setting the trans-
verse magnetization to zero.

2.7. Noise and filtering

As it is known that the MRI signal is mainly cor-
rupted by thermal noise [26], a white Gaussian noise
can be added to the k-space values. The standard devia-
tion of this noise is user defined as illustrated in Fig. 25.

Before MR image reconstruction by the fast Fourier
transform, filtering of the k-space is available. We use
Hamming filtering of the data to limit the ringing arti-
fact when small size images are simulated, yet any kind
of numerical filtering can be used.
3. Simulation results

The SIMRI simulator is able to simulate MR images
from 1D to 3D in many different ways. In the following,
we shall first introduce 1D signals to underline the valid-
ity of the proposed T �

2 management method. Then, the
RF pulse shaping will be illustrated. We will also give
typical 2D simulation results obtained from the McGill



Fig. 4. Simulated signal obtained after a gradient echo pulse sequence.
It is composed of a train of T �

2 weighted gradient echoes. The intra-
voxel inhomogeneity is set to 10�6 T and the main field to 1 T.
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Brain phantom [15] with SE, GE, and true fast imaging
with steady-state precession (true FISP) sequences
[23,27]. Then, we shall address the simulation of gradi-
ent crusher used in slice SE imaging. Lastly, we shall
present demonstrative results of the possibility of simu-
lation of images impacted by chemical shift or suscepti-
bility artifact.

3.1. Echo train

Fig. 3 corresponds to the magnitude of the RF signal
simulated using a CPMG (Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill)
sequence applied on a constant object that is defined by
512 voxels, q = 10, T1 = 250 ms, and T2 = 100 ms. The
intra-voxel field inhomogeneity is constant and is set
to 10�6 T with a main field of 1 T. As there is no applied
gradient, the obtained echoes are spin echoes. Their
magnitude follows a T2 exponential scaling while the
echo sides are exponentially scaled by T �

2, depending
on the intra-voxel inhomogeneity value.

Fig. 4 gives the magnitude of the RF signal simulated
by applying eight gradient switching after a 90� pulse on
the same homogeneous object. Contrary to spin echoes,
the echoes are exponentially scaled by T �

2 and the scaling
of the echo sides is linked to the gradient value.

The results obtained on echo trains match the theory
[23] and validate the proposed approach (Section 2.6) to
manage the T �

2 effect with only one spin magnetization
vector represented by voxel.

3.2. RF pulse shaping

We simulate the evolution of the magnetization after
a p/2 pulse applied along the x direction of a homoge-
Fig. 3. Simulated signal obtained after a CPMG sequence. It is
composed of a train of spin echoes T2 weighted. The intra-voxel
inhomogeneity is set to 10�6 T and the main field to 1 T.
neous 3D object with q = 100, T1 = 100 ms, and T2 =
100 ms. We use three different RF pulses of a 2.56 ms
duration. The first pulse is a constant rectangular RF
pulse. The second one is a sinc-shaped RF pulse with
3 lobes defined by a set of 128 rectangular RF pulses.
The third one is a Gaussian shaped RF pulse user-de-
fined by a set of 128 rectangular RF pulses.

The observed transverse magnetization amplitudes
are given in Fig. 5. As expected, the constant RF pulse
generates side lobes with relatively high amplitudes
reaching above 30% of the maximum amplitude. The
amplitudes of these lobes are less high when using the
sinc-shaped RF pulse (18%). The Gaussian shaped RF
pulse gives a signal with the lowest amplitudes lobes
Fig. 5. Signal module evolution in the x, y plane along the axis
perpendicular to the slice plane after a p/2 RF pulse with three
different shapes.
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(8%) and shows a flat response at the signal center (100–
150) compared with the sinc-shaped one where oscilla-
tions are observed.

The previous examples show that the use of a set of
rectangular RF pulses enables the simulation of any
shape of RF pulses.

3.3. Contrast using SE and GE imaging

To illustrate the impact of the sequence parameters
on the MRI image contrast, we use a virtual object
based on the brain phantom of the McGill brain imag-
ing center [24]. Only the label volume (defining nine dif-
ferent tissues) was used but a variance of the parameter
q, T1, and T2 of each tissue was introduced [15].

3.3.1. SE simulations

The images presented in Fig. 6 are obtained by using
a 2D spin-echo sequence with a main field set to 1.5 T
and a Hamming filtering before reconstruction. One
may observe the right evolution of the image contrast.

Fig. 6A presents a T1 contrast since the echo time
(TE) and the repetition time (TR) are short. On the con-
trary, Fig. 6B obtained with long TE and TR presents a
T2 contrast. As an example, the cerebro-spinal fluid
(q = 100, T1 = 2569 ms, and T2 = 329 ms at 1.5 T) ap-
pears almost black in the T1 contrasted image (Fig.
6A) while it appears white in the T2 contrasted image
(Fig. 6B).

3.3.2. GE simulations

The images presented in Fig. 7 are obtained by using
a 2D GE sequence with a main field set to 1.5 T and a
Hamming filtering before reconstruction. One may ob-
serve the right evolution of the image contrast with the
Fig. 6. Contrast variation in spin echo imaging at 1.5 T on a 2
RF pulse flip angle. With a flip angle of 60� (Fig. 7B),
the contrast is T1 weighted, while using a very low flip
angle (Fig. 7A) the proton density weighting is predom-
inant [23].

3.3.3. True-FISP simulations
Fig. 8 illustrates the simulation results that we may

obtain when using a true-FISP sequence [27] imple-
mented as illustrated in Fig. 10. With such a steady-state
precession sequence, both the transverse and the longi-
tudinal magnetization contribute to the signal, thanks
to perfect balance of the imaging gradients. The ob-
tained contrast (Fig. 8A) is function of the ratio T 1=T �

2

and is largely independent of TR which can be very
short providing fast acquisition sequence [23]. Also, this
sequence is very sensitive to static field inhomogeneities
[28,29] as underlined by Fig. 8B. Such artifacts are
linked to the default intensity (Fig. 8B vs Fig. 9A), the
RF pulse angle and the TR value (Fig. 9).

3.4. 3D simulations

The SIMRI simulator includes 3D SE and GE se-
quences. These sequences include a phase encoding
along two directions and a frequency encoding along
the third direction during the readout. They provide a
3D k-space that is reconstructed using 3D FFT. As
the magnetization kernel is entirely designed in 3D
and as all the functions that are used to build the se-
quence (see Section 4.1) are also designed in 3D, 3D sim-
ulations do not require specific software development,
but induce high computation time (see Table 1).

Fig. 11 gives an example of a 3D MRI image. It was
obtained from a 643 virtual object after 210 min of sim-
ulation on a cluster of 8 Pentium III-1 GHz.
56 · 256 brain image. (A) T1 weighting. (B) T2 weighting.



Fig. 8. True FISP simulations with an RF pulse of 20� and 300 ls duration, a readout bandwidth BW = 256 kHz, B0 = 1.5 T and a TR = 4 ms. (A)
Image simulated with no static field default. (B) Image simulated with a parabolic static field default with a maximum intensity of 6 · 10�5 T.

Fig. 7. Impact of the RF flip angle a on the image contrast when using gradient echo imaging at 1.5 T on a 256 · 256 brain image with TE = 4.25 ms,
TR = 25 ms, and a bandwidth BW = 256 kHz.

Fig. 9. Repetition time (TR) effect on True FISP acquisitions in presence of a static field inhomogeneity. Images simulated with an RF pulse of 20�
and 300 ls duration, a readout bandwidth BW = 256 kHz, B0 = 1.5 T and a parabolic static field default with a maximum intensity of 1 · 10�5 T.
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Fig. 12. Gradient crushing position in a spin echo sequence. Diagram
of the radio-frequency and of the slice selection gradient Gs.

Fig. 11. 3D visualization of a simulated MRI volume (64 · 64 · 64
voxels) using a T1 weighted 3D spin echo. The virtual object is
composed of an elliptic region (T1 = 500 ms, T2 = 90 ms, and q = 70)
and a spherical region (T1 = 350 ms, T2 = 375 ms, and q = 60)
surrounded by air.

Fig. 10. Two-dimensional true FISP sequence implementation used to
obtained images of Figs. 8 and 9.
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3.5. Gradient crushing and slice selection

As the p pulse is not perfect in spin-echo sequence,
this creates its own FID signal immediately following
the pulse [30]. This results in a bright modulated line
along the x axis. To overcome the problem, one solution
is to use gradient crushing. The slice selection gradient is
extended on both sides from the center of the p pulse
(Fig. 12). The FID part of the signal is dephased by
the gradient lobe which occurs after the p pulse while
the spin echo part is unchanged thanks to the symmetry
of the gradient around the p pulse.

In MRI simulation, it is necessary to have enough
spin magnetization vectors to simulate the gradient
spoiling and to avoid unwanted stimulated echoes [20].
Indeed, the discrete summation of the spin magnetiza-
tion vectors in the presence of a spoiler gradient leads
to a residual magnetization reaching a maximum which
is function of the spoiling strength.

Fig. 13 presents three simulated images of size 64 · 64
pixels obtained with TE = 20 ms and TR = 4 s, a read-
out time of 12.8 ms and the RF pulses are Gaussian
shaped defined by 128 rectangular RF pulses. The vir-
tual object is a parallelepiped defined by T1 = 100 ms
and T2 = 100 ms. Its size is 200 · 200 · 50 mm3. It is
composed by 64 · 64 voxels in the x,y plane and 32 or
64 ones in the z direction as discussed below. Note that
a spin magnetization vector is associated to each voxel.

First, we use 64 voxels in the direction perpendicular
to the slice plane but we turned off the crusher gradients.
In this case, a bright modulated line appears as expected
(Fig. 13A). When turning on the crusher gradients, the
line disappears and the simulated image is free of arte-
fact (Fig. 13B). Then, we decrease the object resolution
in the z direction to 32 voxels with the crusher gradients
still turned on. Despite the crusher gradients, a bright
Table 1
2D and 3D MRI simulation computation time using a spin echo sequence

Object size 642 1282 2562 5122

Image size 642 1282 2562 5122

Time 3.4 s 43.1 s 12 m 201 m

Simulation done on a cluster of 8 PC PIII-1 GHz.
modulated line appears on the simulated image (Fig.
13C). This is due to improper simulation of crushing
when using a too small number of magnetization
vectors.

3.6. Chemical shift artefact

In this section, we shall illustrate some of the possibil-
ities of SIMRI to simulate chemical shift artifact thanks
to the possible description of an object by many compo-
nents. We will use two components corresponding to the
water proton and the fat proton and the virtual object
defined in Fig. 14. Note that SIMRI does not limit the
number of components.

Figs. 15A and B illustrate the off-resonance phenom-
ena due to the resonance frequency variation (225 Hz at
1.5 T) of the fat and water protons. If the simulator is
configured to work on-resonance only, all the RF pulses
produce the same flip angle for the two components.
10242 323 643 1283

10242 323 643 643

3277 m 3.5 m 210 m 1626 m



Fig. 13. Examples of slice selection. 64 · 64 MRI simulated images obtained with 64 object voxels in the z direction without crusher gradients (A)
and with crusher gradients (B). With crusher gradients but with only 32 object voxels in the z direction (C).
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When allowing off-resonance simulation, only the water
protons are on-resonance and the fat protons are off-res-
onance and thus experience a different flip angle. Conse-
quently, the part of the RF signals coming from the fat
proton is frequency shifted. This introduces (Fig. 15B) a
modulation of the central line of the image within the fat
Fig. 15. Simulated images obtained with the same spin echo sequence (TE =
the virtual object presented Fig. 14. Image (A) is obtained by considering th
obtained by considering that water protons are excited on-resonance while f

Fig. 14. Virtual object of size 20 cm by 20 cm defined by 256 · 256
voxels and three regions. Region A is composed of 80% of fat protons
(T1 = 200, T2 = 750 at 1.5 T) and 20% of water protons (T1 = 3000,
T2 = 200 at 1.5 T). Region B is 100% water protons and region C
contains no proton like air.
object, after the FFT reconstruction. The modulation
frequency is linked to the frequency shift of the two
components and thus to the static field value. In our
implementation, the first component gives the reference
resonance frequency and thus is always considered on-
resonance. The off-resonance simulation is done by add-
ing in Eq. (14) the frequency shift associated with the
considered component. Note that this frequency shift
is proportional to the local field value defined by Eq. (4).

Fig. 16 illustrates the impact of different parameters
on the chemical shift like the readout bandwidth, the
static field, or the image size. As expected, the chemical
shift artifact decreases as the bandwidth increases.

The comparison of Figs. 15A and 16A shows the im-
pact of the main static field on the shift which increases
with the static magnetic field value.

Fig. 17 illustrates the echo time impact on the chem-
ical artifact in gradient-echo imaging. Indeed, if the ech-
oes are not spin echoes, for specific values (given by Eq.
(16)) of the frequency shift (Df) between the considered
components and the echo time (TE), the fat signal and
the water signal are in phase opposition and as a conse-
quence, the hyper signal part of the image (Fig. 17A) is
nullified (Fig. 17B).

2pDf TE ¼ ð2k þ 1Þp: ð16Þ
20 ms, TR = 2500 ms, and BW = 25.6 kHz) at B0 = 1.5 T applied on
at excitation of fat and water protons are on-resonance. Image (B) is
at protons are excited off-resonance.



Fig. 16. Impact of the static field, the bandwidth and the image size (N · N) on the chemical shift using a spin echo sequence with TE = 20 ms
TR = 2500 ms at B0 = 7 T and the virtual object defined Fig. 14.

Fig. 17. TE effect on the chemical shift in a gradient echo sequence with B0 = 7 T, a flip angle of 60� and a bandwidth of 25.6 kHz.
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3.7. Susceptibility artifact

To illustrate the simulation of the susceptibility arti-
fact, we use a 2563 virtual object that is a spherical air
bubble (diameter: 2.5 cm) within water. The main field
inhomogeneities induced by the susceptibility difference
between water (ki = �9 ppm) and air (ki = 0 ppm) was
precomputed by using a boundary integral method
[25]. The field inhomogeneities (namely the DB map)
are taken into account by SIMRI. Into the image they
introduce signal loss as well as geometrical and intensity
distortions along the readout gradient direction. The
susceptibility effects depend [31] on the sequence used,
the main field value, the receiver bandwidth and the
echo time.

Fig. 18 presents one of the comparisons between real
and simulated images that were done to validate the sus-
ceptibility effect simulation. The real image (Fig. 18A)
was obtained using a physical phantom and a 7 T
MRI device. This image and the distortions due to the
susceptibility artifact are similar to the one simulated
from the virtual object (Fig. 18B). Note that the use of
a DB map computed from real acquisition (Fig. 18C)
produces the correct geometrical distortion in the simu-
lated image but introduces artifacts due to the physical
phantom imperfections that are not modeled in the vir-
tual phantom.

Fig. 19 illustrates the sequence impact. With a spin-
echo sequence, only geometric and intensity distortions
appear on the image. With a gradient-echo sequence,
signal losses are added to the distortions [32].

The main static field intensity B0 impacts the distor-
tions as it can be observed in Fig. 19B and in Fig. 20B
simulated, respectively, with B0 = 7 T and B0 = 4.7 T.
The higher B0 is, the more pronounced the distortions
are.

In gradient-echo images, the signal losses are only im-
pacted by the echo time TE [33]. They are more impor-
tant with high TE values, as illustrated in Fig. 20.

Lastly, the receiver bandwidth (BW) also affects the
distortions as shown in Fig. 21. As the BW increases,
so does the readout gradient. As a consequence, the



Fig. 19. Illustration of the susceptibility artifact on an air bubble into water with a static field of 7 T. Impact of the sequence type. (A) spin echo
sequence (TE = 20 ms, TR = 1000 ms, and BW = 20 kHz). (B) Gradient echo sequence (TE = 20 ms, TR = 1000 ms, BW = 20kHz, and a = 90�).
256 · 256 simulations.

Fig. 20. Illustration of the susceptibility artifact on an air bubble into water with a static field of 4.7 T. Impact of the TE parameter using a gradient
echo sequence (a = 90�, TR = 1500, and BW = 50kHz). (A) TE = 10 ms (B) TE = 20 ms. 256 · 256 simulations.

Fig. 18. Comparison of real and simulated images using a spin echo sequence with a bandwidth per pixel of 130 Hz, TE = 24 ms, and TR = 500 ms.
(A) Real image obtained on a 7 T MRI device. Simulated images obtained using a virtual object similar to the real one and a DB map obtained from
the phase unwrapping of a real gradient acquisition (B) or a DB map obtained using a boundary integral method [25] and the object geometry
knowledge (C).
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Fig. 21. Illustration of the susceptibility artifact on an air bubble into water with a static field of 7 T. Impact of the bandwidth (BW) parameter using
a gradient echo sequence (a = 90� TE = 20 ms, and TR = 1500 ms). (A) BW = 25 kHz. (B) BW = 100 kHz. 256 · 256 simulations.
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distortions decrease. However, the signal losses are still
present and carry out the same intensity as they are
linked to the TE value only [31].
4. Simulator implementation

The whole code of the SIMRI simulator is written in
ANSI C language and is divided into different software
modules, as shown in Fig. 22. One module concerns the
virtual object manipulations and definitions. One mod-
ule implements MRI sequences. One module deals with
image reconstruction. One module is related to the mag-
netization computation kernel and one module offers
several visualization and output functions. Eventually,
one module deals with several tests that can be launched
with a command line. Note that all these modules work
similarly under Microsoft Windows and Linux operating
systems.

The whole simulation package is linked into a dy-
namic library wrapped for being used with the Python

scripting language [34]. Such a library was used to devel-
op an interactive portable 1D simulator for pedagogical
Fig. 22. Overview of the SIMRI simulator module organization.
purpose (see Section 4.2) being close to the one recently
developed for NMR spectroscopy [35].

Lastly, the magnetization kernel is parallelized to en-
able the simulator to run on data grid architecture [36–
38] in order to reduce the simulation time significantly.

4.1. Sequence programming and acquisition programming

At the moment, SIMRI contains spin-echo, gradient-
echo sequences for 1D, 2D, and 3D images as well as
their turbo versions. It also contains True-FISP, satura-
tion-recovery, as well as inversion-recovery sequences.

Each sequence is implemented within a C-function
(similar to the one given in Fig. 24) that implements
the spin-echo sequence (Fig. 23). The excitation acquisi-
tion sequence is written in a loop that iteratively calls
high level action functions such as DoGradient, DoPuls-

eRect or DoAcquisitionX. This last function requires the
position in the k-space where the readout signal must be
saved. Phase gradient value is simply changed with each
cycle. The SetSpoilingFlag function triggers the trans-
verse magnetization spoiling after each readout. The
ResetToExperiment function is called to correctly man-
age the s variable in the T �

2 weighting (Section 2.6).
Fig. 23. Spin echo sequence implemented by the function given in
Fig. 24.



Fig. 24. Example of the C coding of the Fig. 24 2D spin echo sequence.
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It is relatively easy for MRI sequence aware people to
understand the C code of a sequence. The high level
function interface provided by SIMRI allows a quick
and easy sequence programming having only a mini-
mum knowledge of the C programming language.

Fig. 25 shows one example of a test function that calls
a 2D spin-echo sequence. First the virtual object is de-
fined by calling the function CreateObjectTest2D_Circ-
leEllipse that creates a geometric object. Other object
generation functions are able to read objects saved into
files like with anatomical objects. Then the size of the
object is given. The intra-voxel inhomogeneity that af-
fects directly the T �

2 is given by calling the SetDel-

taB0Object function. This particular function sets
constant inhomogeneity values. One other function is
able to read a 3D map with intra-voxel inhomogeneity
values.

Then the experiment structure is defined. It contains
the image size, the FOV definition, the readout band-
width given here through the readout time (tacq), the
B0 value, and a flag (flagres) that indicates whether
the RF pulses are considered always on-resonance or
not.

The sequence parameters (TE and TR) are defined
before running the sequence. Then the sequence is exe-
cuted by calling the RunSequence function with the cho-
sen sequence named SE2D, the defined object with the
defined sequence and experiment parameters. Note that
RunSequence iterates the MRI sequence on all the com-
ponents that can possibly define the virtual object, and
adds their contributions automatically.

The RunSequence function returns the k-space (volrf).
The AddGaussianNoiseToRFVolume function adds noise
to the k-space that can be filtered by calling the VolRF-
Filtering function. Note that in the example, the noise
standard deviation (set to 0.001) is not linked to any
acquisition parameter explicitly. It is up to the user to
implement such links in a few lines. Last, in this exam-
ple, we only get the module of the reconstructed image
that can be saved and visualized.

This example show how high potentialities of the
SIMRI simulator are in simulating MR images through-
out the relatively simple high level C functions call.

4.2. 1D interactive simulation

The SIMRI simulator also proposes a highly interac-
tive interface for pedagogical and understanding pur-
pose based on 1D simulation.

Fig. 26 presents the main window of the interface.
The upper left part of the window presents the q, T1,
and T2 profiles of the 1D virtual object. In this one
example, the object is composed of four different homo-
geneous parts. This profile can be user defined interac-
tively. The user may define a main field inhomogeneity
profile associated with the object. The object definition



Fig. 25. Example of the C coding of a full MRI simulation.
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may be saved on disk and then be reloaded. Note that
an object may be defined by up to two components cor-
responding to the water and fat protons.

The bottom part of the window deals with the se-
quence type and parameters that can be modified inter-
actively, impacting the 1D MRI signal. The signal is
displayed in the upper right part of the window. User
may choose to display the RF signal through its module,
phase, real, and imaginary part. The reconstructed sig-
nal may be displayed as a signal as well as a grey level
line, as it may appear in a complete 2D or 3D acquisi-
tion. In the example given in Fig. 26, the image line is
being displayed together with the RF signal magnitude
and the reconstructed signal.

From the View menu in the main window, the user
may call a second type of interface that we call the
‘‘SpinPlayer,’’ which is illustrated in Fig. 27. The main
function of the SpinPlayer is to offer a 3D visualization
of the object spin magnetization vectors within the
rotating frame during one sequence. Such visualization
is presented in Fig. 27C with four spin magnetization
vectors represented by arrows. The user may configure
(Fig. 27B) the number of spin magnetization vectors
he wishes to view, as well as their characteristics (q,
T1, and T2). He can also save or load different vector
sets. The user may design a sequence by chaining events
as RF pulse, gradient and precession (Fig. 27A). User
sequence definition may be saved and/or loaded. Once
a sequence and a spin magnetization vector set are de-
fined, the user may choose the display speed and the
trace length of the spin vectors and then he may play
the sequence. During the play, the user may observe vec-
tor motions (Fig. 27C) as well as RF signals (that would
be acquired by two coils placed on the x and y axis) as
well as the magnitude of the combined complex signals
(Fig. 27D). Note that the user may interact (zooming,



Fig. 26. Overview of the general interface.
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rotation, and translation) with the 3D spin vector visu-
alization window while playing.

4.3. Distributed implementation

In 1D, the SIMRI simulator is interactive and it offers
real-time simulation on a simple PC. Yet, it is known that
such simulation based on the Bloch equation solving at
each object point is time consuming [22]. It is also known
that distributed or parallel implementation of such type
of simulations was found efficient [4]. As an example,
the simulation of a 128 · 128 image takes less than one
minute on a Pentium IV-2 GHz PC. Yet, multiplying by
two the dimension of the image that must be simulated
multiplies by 16 the computation time in 2D and by 64
in 3D [22]. To allow 2D and 3D high-resolution simula-
tions within a reasonable amount of time, we parallelize
the magnetization kernel of the simulator [22], in order
to distribute the computation task through large clusters
of computers, i.e., data grid [37] as such a technology will
offer virtually unlimited computing power. The gridifica-
tion of the SIMRI simulator was part of the IST Euro-
pean Data-Grid project [36] and of the French Ministry
for Research ACI-GRID project [39].

The parallelization of the magnetization kernel was
done using the MPI [40] version of GLOBUS [41]. The
MPI standard is widely available with free implementa-
tion. Such implementation enables the simulator to run
on any massively parallel machine, to run on any work-
station cluster that runs MPI, and to run on single PC.
The parallelization was designed to be transparent at se-
quence development level and thus only concerns the
modules dedicated to the Bloch equation solving.

Because all the spin magnetization vectors are inde-
pendent (Eq. (5)) and because the signal acquisition pro-
cess is linear (Eq. (15)), a parallelization scheme of
‘‘divide & conquer’’ type (Fig. 28) was implemented.
This consists in distributing the magnetization computa-
tion of a subset of spin magnetization vectors. This sub-
set may be fixed to a given size or adapted to the number
of active computation nodes.

All the computation nodes carry the MRI sequence
and all receive a part of the virtual object from the mas-
ter node. They compute the magnetization evolution of
the corresponding spin magnetization vector subset. At
the end of each acquisition step, the master node collects
and adds all the RF signal contributions and stores the
RF signal in the k-space. At the end of the MRI se-
quence, the master node applies the reconstruction algo-
rithm to generate the MRI simulated image.

When using homogeneous grid, the virtual object
portion distributed to the nodes has a maximal size that



Fig. 27. Illustration of the ‘‘SpinPlayer’’ interface.

Fig. 28. Data and Process distribution to the grid nodes: a ‘‘divide &
conquer’’ scheme.
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is equal to the object size divided by the number of
nodes. Only one distribution is done at the process
beginning, which limits the communication between
the master node and the computation nodes. When
using an heterogeneous grid, the distributed object por-
tion is reduced to avoid being handicapped by the slow-
est node. In that case, the lowest node receives one
portion of the object to process, and the fastest nodes re-
ceive many.

For different object and image sizes, Table 1 gives
computation time values obtained using a small grid
based on a PC cluster of 8 Pentium III-1 GHz. Other re-
sults given in [22] show that the time gain is linear in re-
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spect with the number of computation nodes. Those
simulation results obtained show that, with a small clus-
ter, MRI simulation of high resolution (10242) 2D
images is possible within three days. Concerning 3D
images, it is not realistic to simulate on such a small
set of processors over 643 cubic MRI images. Neverthe-
less, it is possible to simulate 3D multi-slice images (16
slices of 512 · 512 pixels) within a week. The simulation
of high resolution 3D images should be tractable on full
scale grids as the ones still under development [37].
5. Conclusion

This paper presented an overview of the SIMRI sim-
ulation project. This MRI simulation program based on
the Bloch equation enables the simulation of 1D, 2D,
and 3D images. It includes the simulation of the T �

2 effect
at low cost. It takes into account the main static field va-
lue and allows the simulation of images impacted by sev-
eral types of artifacts, including the chemical shift and
the inhomogeneities of the static field as those induced
by variation of object susceptibility. The simulator is
implemented in C language and allows a direct sequence
programming by simple high level C function calls
strongly evolutionary. The magnetization kernel based
on the Bloch equation is implemented in parallelized
way that enables the run of simulation on PC grid archi-
tecture in order to simulate large images. Furthermore,
the same kernel is used to build an interactive simulator
for pedagogical purpose illustrating the spin motion as
well as the MRI contrast.

The high modularity of the simulation implementa-
tion easily allows one to add modules concerning the
RF inhomogeneity, the coils receiving properties, the
gradient non-linearity. We believe that by integrating
in the virtual object design more a priori knowledge such
as the statistic properties of the physical parameters and
their dependence to the main static field, and by enhanc-
ing the noise model that impacts the k-space, this simu-
lator will be able to merge the simulation solutions
based on cluster [11] as well as on k-space modeling
[12], to simulate the high precision MRI images that
are compulsory for post-processing evaluation. Further
work is in prospect concerning the simulation of object
with time varying characteristics so as to study perfu-
sion/diffusion modeling and imaging. The susceptibility
effect simulation also provides an efficient tool to study
paramagnetic contrast agent imaging [15].

For the moment, SIMRI is used to evaluate suscepti-
bility artifact correction algorithm [42,43] and it belongs
to the core of a new correction approach under develop-
ment. SIMRI also is considered to evaluate and to pre-
scale MRI sequences on a 7 T imager. The SIMRI 1D
interface is used for practical sessions in Master
Courses.
Lastly, we think about transforming the SIMRI pro-
ject into a GPL (Gnu public license) software project in
order to allow different researcher communities to take
the benefit of it and to make it efficiently evolved.
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